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This appendix contains a selection of common and important themes, images, 
and symbols that Chinese people use in their art forms, decorations, and reli-
gions to provide a sense of auspiciousness in their lives (including brief entries 
on symbols discussed in the text). Religious and auspicious imagery is surpris-
ingly widespread: from fancy surroundings in museums and the opera, to more 
popular spaces and stores; from television shows to martial arts movies; from reli-
gious sites to calendars, posters, and pictures hung up at home or in restaurants. 
When paying attention to these symbols, I found an amazing variety of presen-
tations of them in art, ceramics, paintings, clothing, wood carvings, sculptures, 
paper cuttings, plastic, and fabric. Nearly everywhere across China, one can see 
imagery and symbols that have well-known cultural and religious meanings. As 
Gong writes, “The Chinese believe they invite good fortune into their lives by 
surrounding themselves with auspicious symbols and phrases [. . .,] images and 
motifs [, which] perpetually convey wishes for fortune, prosperity, longevity, hap-
piness, and health” (2005, 183). In fact, auspicious symbols seem to act as a type 
of language of which everyone is aware, but which remains unstated because it is 
woven deeply into Chinese culture.1

Although many symbols and their interpretations have Daoist, Buddhist, and/
or folk religious origins and influences, these ‘religious’ symbols are not necessar-
ily used in religious contexts. For example, small good luck charms can be hung 
anywhere and clothing can be worn anywhere. As these items, and others, gain 
popularity outside of a particular religion, the auspicious symbols on them then 
become a piece of the larger culture. We do have to keep in mind, though, that 
not all symbols are religious or have significance for the practice of religions, and 
many symbols are merely for decorative purposes, albeit with auspicious connota-
tions. My presentation here looks at the most popular of China’s symbols: good 
luck in your adventures.

Apple: See ‘Fruits.’

Bats: Bats are very helpful creatures, as they eat unwanted insects such as mos-
quitos. Bat images are commonly used as rebuses (visual representations or puns 
of other words) meaning good fortune. The word bat (fú 蝠) sounds the same as 
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the word for blessings and good fortune (fú 福). A circle of five bats represents 
five of the most important things a person could have throughout China’s his-
tory: good virtue, good sons, prosperity, good health and longevity, and a peace-
ful death.

Fig. App. 1.1  Red Bats and the Character for Good Luck and Blessings (© Shawn 
Arthur 2008)

Beckoning cats: Japanese ‘beckoning cats,’ known as ‘maneki neko,’ have 
become increasingly popular in contemporary China. They can serve many dif-
ferent purposes and can be found in many different places. Mostly focused on 
attracting good fortune and good luck, some cat figurines are also supposed to 
attract safety, money, people, health, and the like. All of this really depends on 
what the cat’s banner says, on its color, and on the intention of the owner. Often 
these cats are called ‘golden cats’ (jı̄nmāo 金猫) to reflect their fortunate charac-
ters, but this is not a particularly accurate name. Some folk temples such as Dài 
miào 岱庙 at the foot of Mt. Tài in eastern China have small shrine halls dedi-
cated to (and which also sell) these cat statues.

Birds: Birds are a popular motif in Chinese art, and – as with all animals, insects, 
and foods – each bird has special symbolic meanings, often accompanied by 
an explanatory story. Some of the more well-known bird symbols include the 
following:

• Chickens and roosters (jı̄ 鸡) sound like ‘auspiciousness’ (jí 吉). By extension, 
because a ‘rock’ (shí 石) sounds like a ‘room’ (shì室), pictures of a rooster 
crowing on a rock symbolize ‘a house/room with great fortune’ (shìshàng 
dàjí 室上大吉).
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• Because cranes (hè 鹤) live a long time, they symbolize longevity. A crane 
flying with a peach in its mouth refers to immortality because both the peach 
and crane indicate a desire to live a very long life.

Fig. App. 1.2 Two Immortals with Two Cranes. (© Shawn Arthur 2010)

Fig. App. 1.3 Two Cranes Painted onto a Temple Rafter. (© Shawn Arthur 2013)

• Egret (lù 鹭) sounds like ‘prosperity’ (lù 禄) and represents this value in art. 
(See also ‘deer.’)

• Magpie (xı̆què 喜鹊) visits are good omens because their name ‘xı̆ 喜’ means 
‘happiness.’ Magpies also symbolize love because they are a central part 
of the Moon Festival on the seventh day of the seventh lunar month (see 
Appendix 3). Legends say that on that night the world’s magpies fly into the 
heavens to form a bridge over the Milky Way ‘river’ to reunite married lovers 
Cow-Herder (Níu Láng 牛郎) and Weaving Girl (Zhı̄ Nǚ 织女).

• Mandarin ducks (yuānyāng 鸳鸯), meaning ‘male and female Mandarin 
ducks,’ often swim and play in pairs, so these ducks symbolize love and affec-
tion. Some folk temples have an image of a pair of these ducks around which 
lovers place locks to represent their permanent love.
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Fig. App. 1.4  Charms for Love Hung on an Image of Two Mandarin Ducks.  
(© Shawn Arthur 2013)

• Swallows (yànzi 燕子) is a homonym for ‘banquet’ (yànhuì 宴会), and thus 
their image means good fortune and prosperity. Flying in pairs of one male 
and one female, swallows also symbolize true love and family harmony. Swal-
lows live near people’s homes in nests that they reuse each year, so when they 
return in the spring, people feel that everything will grow and flourish soon.

Braziers:

Fig. App. 1.5 Brazier in Black Ram Temple, Chengdu. (© Shawn Arthur 2009)
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Fig. App. 1.6 Brazier with Prayer Ribbons. (© Shawn Arthur 2013)

Fig. App. 1.7 Bronze Incense Brazier with Dragons. (© Shawn Arthur 2013)

Butterflies: Butterflies (húdié 蝴蝶) symbolize elegance and nobility, and because 
they also often fly in pairs, butterflies represent love and happiness. One of the 
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most common butterfly images, called ‘Cats and Butterflies Have Abundant 
Wealth” (māodié fùguì 猫蝶富贵), shows one or two kittens playing with but-
terflies amongst blooming peonies. Since māo 猫 (cat) and dié 蝶 (butterfly) are 
homonyms for ‘màodié 耄耋’ (lit., ‘eighty-year-old’), and ‘fùguì 富贵’ means 
‘abundance,’ the image symbolizes great longevity for the elderly.

Charms: As discussed throughout the volume, there are many different kinds of 
charms for auspiciousness, peace, safety, health, success in work and education, 
and fertility.

Fig. App. 1.8 One example of a charm merchant on Mt. Tai. (© Shawn Arthur 2013)

Children: Much Chinese folk art includes groups of children, and the God of 
Posterity and Fortune (Fúx ı̄ng 福星; one of the Three Star Gods; see Appendix 2)  
often is depicted with children surrounding him. Important throughout China’s 
history is the desire for offspring, especially for boys who will grow to carry on 
the family lineage, name, and ancestor veneration traditions.
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Fig. App. 1.9  Grandmother in Charge of Fertility – Especially Boys, as Can Be Seen 
in the Image. (© Shawn Arthur)

Chinese characters: There are a few Chinese characters that are the most impor-
tant for auspiciousness. The most important seems to be the word for good for-
tune and auspiciousness itself, fú 福. Other terms such as shòu 寿, longevity, wàn 万  
(ten thousand; which also can be represented by the auspicious swastika 卍, a 
symbol discussed later), xı̆ 喜 (happiness), and xı̆ 囍 (double happiness), are 
prominent throughout Chinese culture. Painters, paper-cutting artists, embroi-
derers, charm makers, and many others create designs based on words of good 
fortune such as these – with other auspicious symbols to embellish the image 
they create.

Fig. App. 1.10  Good Fortune Character on Wall (with Small Swastikas in Rafter 
Ends) in Pingyao. (© Shawn Arthur 2004)
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Chopsticks: Chopsticks (kuàizi 筷子) is a homonym for ‘fast’ (kuài 快) and ‘son/
child’ (zı̆ 子), so a set of chopsticks is an appropriate wedding gift in some areas of 
China. In many areas, a pair of chopsticks and a rice bowl are common gifts dur-
ing birthday parties and large banquets – given from the celebrant to the guests.

Clock: The Chinese saying ‘to give a clock’ (sòng zhōng 送钟) sounds the same as 
the saying ‘to attend a funeral’ or ‘to bury a parent’ (sòngzhōng 送终), so this is con-
sidered very unlucky. If given a clock, many Chinese people will give a little money 
in return to negate the negativity of the (idea of the) phrase. Although clocks are 
popular gifts in the West, the cultural meanings are significantly different in Asia.

Clouds: When you see a piece of Chinese art, and there is a figure riding on a 
cloud, you can be certain that it is an immortal, a Buddha, or a deity. Who it 
might be is a different question. Clouds carved into handrail posts, also denot-
ing immortality and divinity, are common in religious spaces and also in front of 
important State buildings.

Fig. App. 1.11  Laozi Riding on Clouds to Indicate He Is Divine. (© Shawn Arthur 2013)

Fig. App. 1.12  Wall Painting of the Founder of Daoism (Zhang Daoling) Doing Self-
Cultivation and Becoming an Immortal, Thus He Rides on Clouds. 
(© Shawn Arthur 2013)
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Coins: Coins, of course, represent wealth. The shape of old coins indicates a bal-
ance of heaven (round) and earth (square), which is an auspicious symbol.

Fig. App. 1.13 A Coin and Bat for Auspiciousness. (© Shawn Arthur 2010)

Couplets: These pairs of (generally) eight-character sentences are popular to 
hang on one’s external door frame at the New Year because people expect their 
positive messages to be auspicious.

Fig. App. 1.14  Two Sets of Door Couplets on a Rural House in Yanqing. (© Shawn 
Arthur 2004)

Crystals: According to fēngshuı̆ practitioners, crystals (shuı̆jı̄ngwù 水晶物) should 
be placed in the auspicious parts of one’s environment (according to astrological 
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information) because they can amplify the area’s good qì energies, thus bringing 
good fortune and health.

Deer: The word and images for ‘deer’ (lù 鹿) are a homophone for ‘official salary’ 
(lù 禄), which refers to people’s prosperity and wealth. (See also Birds: Egret.) An 
image, such as a painting or embroidery, that includes a deer, a crane, and pine 
trees, thus takes on the meaning of being prosperous, everything flourishing, and 
being safe.

Deity statues: Fēngshuı̆ solutions (see Chapter 6) include placing deity statues 
(see Appendix 2) around one’s environment to draw in good things, or repel bad 
things depending on the deity’s attributes.

• Guānyı̄n 观世, or Guānshìyı̄n púsà 观世音菩萨 (the Bodhisattva Guānyı̄n), 
is the Buddhist Goddess of Mercy and Compassion. She is supposed to 
relieve people’s suffering and bring them happiness, health, and safety.

• Guān Yŭ 关羽, also known as Lord Guān (Guān Gōng 关公) and Emperor 
Guān (Guān Dì 关帝), is the Military God of Wealth and the patron of mer-
chants since he calms malevolent forces, protects, and attracts wealth.

• Many Chinese people believe that Maitreya (Mílèfó 弥勒佛), the future 
Buddha, will bring good fortune and harmony if he is placed in a promi-
nent place in the person’s life and/or they rub his large belly while asking 
for help.

• An important set of small deity statues that many Chinese people and shops 
have is the trinity of star gods (sānxı̄ng 三星) – Fú 福 (good fortune), Lù 禄 
(prosperity), and Shŏu 寿 (longevity) – who are thought to bless people with 
their attribute. Sets of these deities, or just the God of Longevity, are becom-
ing popular birthday gifts.

Door gods: The Door Gods are pasted on one’s outside doors during the New 
Year, and their presence is supposed to scare away ghosts and unwanted spirits. 
(See Appendix 2.)

Dragons: Dragons (lóng 龙) feature in many Chinese legends and are a symbol of 
Chinese culture with their power, might, and virility. These serpent-like creatures 
with four legs have fairly structured descriptions in classical Chinese texts, which 
describe dragons as being full of primordial yáng qì and as having deer antlers, 
cow ears, a horse’s (or camel’s or crocodile’s) head, rabbit (or a water spirit’s) 
eyes, a snake’s body, carp scales, a frog’s belly, a tiger’s feet, and eagle claws (five 
toes on each foot for imperial dragons, four toes for nobility and officials, and 
three toes for low-ranking officials and the public). Images of the Yellow Emperor 
show him wearing a robe embroidered with the flying, five-toed Celestial Dragon 
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(tiānlóng 天龙) who guarded and protected deities – including China’s emperors 
who were thought to be semi-divine and who took the name Son of Heaven 
(tiānzı̄ 天子).

Unlike the fire-breathing winged beasts of European lore, Chinese dragons 
mostly are water creatures that can fly, create rain, control floods, eliminate disas-
ters, and expel harmful spirits (Shu and Bian 2012, 2–3). Dragons also are closely 
associated with the auspicious number nine: often dragons have nine attributes of 
other animals (as above); the number of scales is derived from the number nine 
(9x9 yáng scales and 9x4 yı̄n scales for a total of 117 scales); they can take nine 
forms.

Chinese culture also claims that the dragon king has nine sons, each with a dif-
ferent appearance, attributes, and strengths. Images of these sons are supposed to 
get rid of disaster and chaos, eliminate harmful beings, and bring good fortune. 
One can find these sons nearly everywhere in temple spaces – on rooftops, as 
the supports for stelae, on incense burners, curled around a deity’s feet, as door 
knockers, and on the tops of bells and drums.

Many pictures and statues of Chinese dragons include a pearl in their claws, a 
pearl between two dragons, or dragons playing with a pearl. This pearl symbol-
izes perfected spiritual energy, power, immortality, and wisdom. A pair of facing 
dragons playing with a pearl can mean many things, such as: two parents showing 
their love for their child to be, two dragons venerating the pearl-like sun, and/or 
a metaphor of self-cultivation from Daoist religion where the pearl is an immortal 
embryo of the perfected moral person – which they want to ensure lives on after 
their death.

People use dividing screens or walls covered with multiple dragon images, each 
of a different color, in order to protect them from negative qì in the forms of 
ghosts, spirits, and bad people. Dragon and tiger images, often seen on clothes 
and incense burners, indicate balance and harmony since the dragon is a yang 
creature and the tiger is a yı̄n animal – and both have protective qualities. Addi-
tionally, popular dragon and phoenix images symbolize happiness, blessing, pros-
perity, and auspiciousness.

Fig. App. 1.15  A Nine-Dragon Panel, the Most Auspicious Dragon Art. (© Shawn 
Arthur 2013)
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Fig. App. 1.16  Dragon in Clouds Carved into a Stone Rail Topper. (© Shawn Arthur 
2013)

Fig. App. 1.17 Dragons in a Buddhist Temple. (© Shawn Arthur 2013)

Eight immortals (see Chapter 5 and Appendix 2):

• Lǚ Dòngbı̄n吕洞宾 (or Lǚ the Cavern Guest; b. 796 CE), the group’s leader, 
was a scholar and poet of the Táng dynasty. Images show him wearing scholar’s  
robes, carrying a sword that subdues monsters and gets rid of malevolence, 
and having an immortality gourd tied at his waist.

• Zhōnglí Quán 钟离权 (b. c. 1st-2nd c. BCE) is a large man who has wispy 
hair and a few long beard hairs, and who wears his robe open to expose his 
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chest and belly. Usually shown laughing and happy, he carries a large fan that 
can resurrect the dead and change small rocks into gold and silver, and he 
often has a wine glass in hand.

• Lı̆ Tiĕguăi 李铁拐 (or Iron-crutch Lı̆) has the form of an old beggar with a 
lame leg, so he walks with an iron crutch. He carries an immortality gourd, 
whose elixir he uses to cure the poor and sick, and in which he has a palace 
where he sleeps at night. According to the stories, Lı̆ was once quite hand-
some, but because his apprentice had little patience for Lı̆’s week-long out-
of-body meditation sessions, Lı̆’s spirit returned to find that his body had 
been burnt to death (or sealed in a cave). Lı̆ found the only available body, 
a beggar who had just died, and his spirit body took up residence in the 
disheveled body.

• Cáo Guójiù 曹国舅 is thought to be the ‘Imperial Brother-In-Law’ to 
Emperor Rénzōng 仁宗 (1010–1063 CE). Cao wears the robes and hat of 
an official, and he holds a jade tablet or clapper that can purify the environ-
ment. People regard him as the patron saint of the theater arts.

• Lán Căihé 蓝采和 is an ambiguous and androgynous figure, whose age and 
sex is not clear. Lán typically carries a flower basket that has magical powers. 
Stories claim that Lán had been drinking heavily when he/she became an 
immortal and flew into the heavens on a crane or swan.

• Zhāng Guŏ Lăo 张果老 (or Elder Zhāng Guŏ; c. 7th-8th c. CE) is an eccentric 
figure who loves wine-making and wine-drinking. Emblematic of his lack of 
worries, he often rides his white donkey while facing backwards because he 
assumes that he will get to where he needs to be. When not riding, Zhāng 
shrinks the animal so it will fit into his pocket. He carries a fish-drum that 
can predict the future and which is made from a section of bamboo covered 
with fish skin on one end that has two bamboo or metal ‘drumsticks’ stored 
inside it.

• Hán Xiāng Zi 韩湘子 (or Master Hán Xiāng) is the patron saint of flutists 
since he carries and plays a magical flute that can make everything grow.

• Hé Xiāngū 何仙姑 (or Immortal Woman Hé) is the only obvious female of 
the group. She carries a large lotus flower that helps with self-cultivation by 
improving people’s mental and physical health.

Eight Treasures of Buddhism: The Eight Treasures of Buddhism (bābăo  
八宝) is a set of auspicious symbols found throughout China. They include the: 
wheel (lún 轮), conch shell (lúo 螺), umbrella (săn 伞), victory banner (gài 盖), lotus 
flower (liánhuā 莲花), treasure vase (guàn 罐), goldfish (jı̄nyú 金鱼), and endless 
knot (pānchăng 潘长). Each of these symbols has a specific Buddhist meaning, 
such as the wheel related to the Buddha’s teachings (the dharma wheel), the knot 
of samsara (the cycle of birth, life, death, and rebirth), the conch shell that loudly 
proclaims the significance of Buddhist teachings and warns people of danger, the 
victory banner representing the defeat of suffering, and the lotus flower symbol-
izing the purity of mind that can be achieved from practicing Buddhist teachings. 
These eight symbols have been prevalent in China for so long (since the first 
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century CE) that they do not have only Buddhist meanings, as mentioned else-
where, such as the goldfish as a rebus for great abundance.

Fig. App. 1.18  The Eight Treasures of Buddhism as Presented in a Buddhist Temple. 
(© Shawn Arthur 2013)

Elephants: Elephants (xiàng 象) often represent the Buddha since they feature 
in his conception story.2 The elephant’s strength also can hold much weight (as 
people can rely on the Buddha and the Buddhist community to help alleviate 
their suffering). They also symbolize a yearning for peace and security. Buddhist 
elephants often have multiple tusks.

Fig. App. 1.19  Buddhist Elephant with a Dharma Wheel on Its Back, on Mount 
Emei, Sichuan. (© Shawn Arthur 2009)
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Fish: Fish (yú 鱼) is a homonym for ‘abundance’ (yú 余 or yù 裕), and fish images 
symbolize wealth, contentment, and strong reproductive ability. Goldfish (jı̄nyú 
金鱼) is a homonym of ‘jı̄nyù 金玉,’ meaning ‘gold and jade,’ or great wealth; 
and goldfish therefore are seen as auspicious. The famous image called “Having 
Wealth Year After Year” (Liánnián yŏuyú 连年有余, or Niánnián yŏuyú 年年有

余) shows a boy holding a carp while sitting on a lotus flower. In the image, the 
carp (li 鲤) sounds like ‘profit’ (lì 利) while the lotus (lián 莲) represents ‘one 
after the other’ (or ‘successive’; lián 连), and the fish implies abundance.

Fig. App. 1.20 Two Fish with a Coin and Bell. (© Shawn Arthur 2008)

Flowers: Flowers are a favorite theme of Chinese painting and embroidery 
because of their symbolic meanings. Here are just a few flower meanings among 
the many.

• Chrysanthemum flowers (júhuā 菊花) are a symbol of longevity and elegance, 
as well as a symbol of Chinese culture. A famous maxim, ‘Enjoy one’s life 
and work’ (ānjū lèyè 安居乐业), is transformed into art using homonyms of 
chrysanthemum (jú), quails (ān 鹌), and falling autumn leaves (luòyè 落叶).

• Even though the lotus (hē 荷 or lián 莲) grows in the mud of dank, stagnant 
pools, their blossoms are bright, clean, fragrant, and beautiful; therefore, 
lotuses symbolize purity, elegance, and auspiciousness. Pictures and stat-
ues generally show the Buddha and other Buddhist figures sitting in a lotus 
flower in order to illustrate how Buddhism is a bright jewel that grows within 
a perfect lotus flower, which can lead people out of the worst, most insuf-
ferable aspects of life. In fact, to attract the attention and assistance of the 
Buddhist bodhisattva (púsà 菩萨) Avalokiteshvara, a person needs to chant 
his mantra (‘sacred syllable(s)’): Om mani padme hum, which means, “Oh, 
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the jewel in the lotus!” The lotus also is a homonym for ‘successive’ (lián 
连), so the lotus implies abundance.

• Orchids (lánhuā 兰花) symbolize elegance and having a noble character, and 
they are thought to expel ghosts. The orchid often is paired with other flow-
ers such as the Sweet Osmanthus (guìhuā 桂花) to symbolize many descend-
ants, good luck within the family, and high status.

• The peony (mŭdan 牡丹 or sháo 芍) is supposed to be the queen of all flowers, 
since it is China’s national flower, and it symbolizes wealth, fame, and hap-
piness. Images of a phoenix among peonies imply brightness, nobility, and 
happiness (Shu and Bian 2012, 19).

Fig. App. 1.21 Lotus Flowers on which People Put Coins. (© Shawn Arthur 2013)

Fig. App. 1.22  Peonies and Birds Painting in Eight Immortals Temple Rafters in 
Xi’an. (© Shawn Arthur 2013)

Foods: Discussing the symbolism of food is quite a lengthy topic, since most 
Chinese foods have symbolic meaning, and foods eaten during holidays often 
have additional meanings associated with the holiday. For example, according 
to tradition, New Year’s Eve dinner should have eight dishes, not including rice, 
because eight (bā 八) is a very auspicious number which sounds like ‘to grow’  
(fā 發). Different regions and families have different customs and preferences, as 
one might imagine. Popular New Year’s foods include:

• A soup such as ‘bird’s nest soup’ for youthfulness.
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• Buddha’s Delight (Luóhàn cài 罗汉菜), a vegetarian dish made of ten or 
more ingredients – each of which has an auspicious meaning.

• Whole fish for prosperity and abundance.
• Chinese dumplings (jiǎozi 饺子), which look like silver ingots (a boat-like, oval 

shape made from the casting process to help with stacking). Jiăozi have an 
almost two-thousand-year history in China and are especially popular during 
the New Year. Some families make lucky dumplings by including ingredients, 
within a select number of dumplings, such as peanuts for longevity, candies 
for having a sweet life, coins for wealth, or walnuts for peace.

Fig. App. 1.23 Dumplings. (© Shawn Arthur 2013)

• Long beans, such as string/green beans, long-grain rice, and long noodles, 
symbolize longevity.

• Spring rolls (chūnjuǎn 春卷) are named for this holiday, which is also called 
the ‘Spring Festival.’

• Glutinous rice cakes (niángāo 年糕) sounds like ‘yearly height/growth’ 
(niángāo 年高).

• Longevity noodles (chángshòu miàn 长寿面) are extremely long noodles that 
people eat at the New Year and for birthdays. Traditionally, a person would 
receive a bowl of broth with one long noodle or a plate of sautéed noodle 
that the person eats from one end to the other without breaking the noodle 
in the middle – representing the wish for a very long life.

• Golden-colored fruits are popular at New Year due to the color symbolizing 
wealth, and names of some fruits, such as oranges and tangerines, have auspi-
cious homonyms. (See Fruit.)

• Chicken (jı̄ 鸡) sounds like ‘auspicious’ (jí 吉), and so it is served whole (with 
head and feet) to avoid ‘breaking’ one’s good luck.

The reality is that there are many more possibilities here, and each of the cho-
sen foods will have homonyms with wishes for good fortune, wealth, many sons, 
harmony, and such. Other foods, including the ones above, are eaten year-round 
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for similar reasons. When deciding upon a dish or when seeing it served, Chinese 
people are aware of the symbolic meanings; however, this does not mean that 
people think about this at every meal. Other examples include:

• Green onions (cōng 葱) sound like ‘being smart’ (cōng 聪).
• Lotus seeds (liánzı̆ 莲子) have the homonym of a ‘long family lineage’ (liánzi 

连子).
• Oysters (háo 蚝) are fortunate because they sound like ‘goodness’ (hăo 好).
• Peanuts (huāshēng 花生) are popular because they sound like a wish for ‘long 

life’ (huāshēng 华生).
• Red dishes (hòngcài 红菜) are well-liked because they have an auspicious red 

color and because they are a homonym for ‘good luck’ (hòngcái 宏财).
• Soybeans (dàdòu 大豆) sound like the ‘Big Dipper’ (dàdòu 大斗) at the center 

of the universe.
• Round moon cakes (yuè bı̌ng 月饼), served during the Moon Festival, symbol-

ize the circle of a family (Gong 2005, 16–17, 25–26, 102).
• Finally, some steamed buns that have a knotted appearance are called ‘Bud-

dha’s Hand Buns’ (fóshŏu bāozì 佛手包子) in part because they look like a 
soft fist and in part because they represent the Buddhist teaching of ‘empti-
ness’ (of permanence, of essence, and of our mental concepts) – since these 
buns come with no fillings.

Fig. App. 1.24  Tasty Vegetarian Food that Mimics Real Meat, in a Buddhist Temple. 
(© Shawn Arthur 2009)

Fig. App. 1.25  Congee and Black Sesame Paste Formed as the Taiji (Great Ultimate) 
Symbol. (© Shawn Arthur 2009)
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Fox: Throughout Chinese (and Japanese) mythology and literature, fox spirits 
(húlíjı̄ng 狐狸精) act as enchantresses in the forms of beautiful, young women. 
Similar to the European fairy, fox spirits can be nice or cruel – and it is usually 
too late when one finds out if they have bad intentions. Seeing a nine-tailed fox, 
though, is a general auspicious sign.

Fruit: Chinese people rely on seasonal ingredients for eating and for mak-
ing offerings. At the New Year people, stores, and temples display round and 
golden-colored fruits (such as tangerines, oranges, and pomelos – a Chinese 
grapefruit) because they symbolize sweetness, fullness, and wealth (due to the 
gold colors). Even more importantly, these fruits also have names that sound 
very lucky.

• Apples (píngguŏ 苹果) have become a symbol for peace (píng 平) because 
they sound alike.

• Images of grape (pútáo 葡萄) bunches imply numerous blessings and numer-
ous offspring.

• Kumquats (jı̄n jú 金桔) sound like ‘gold’ (jı̄n 金).
• Longans (lóng yǎn 龙眼), literally ‘dragon eyes,’ symbolize a ‘prosperous line-

age’ (lóngyán 隆沿).
• Lichee (Liji, Lychee) nuts (lì zhı̄ 荔枝) imply ‘encouragement’ (lì zhì 励志) 

because the terms sound similar.
• Melon seeds (guāzi 瓜子) denote having many children due to their large 

numbers in each fruit.
• Orange (júzi 桔) and tangerine (júzi 橘子) sound like ‘tremendous wealth’ 

(jùzi 巨资). Orange (júzi 桔子) contains the word luck (jí 吉) in it. Also, 
another term for orange (chéng 橙) has the same sound as ‘success’ (chéng 
成). Oranges are particularly auspicious.

• Peaches (táo 桃) symbolize longevity and immortality, and it is customary to 
give people a peach on their birthday due to this meaning. Peach imagery 
refers to the story of the Queen Mother of the West (Xı̄wángmŭ 西王母), a 
Daoist goddess who grows peaches of immortality in her garden on Mount 
Kūnlún (昆仑山) in the Himalayas. The peaches take a thousand years (or 
three times this) to ripen; and when they do, the Queen holds a party for the 
gods and immortals who eat them and drink wine. Also, the God of Longev-
ity carries fresh peaches and a walking stick in many of his depictions.

• One term for pineapples (fèng lí 凤梨) sounds like ‘bestowing great power’ 
(fēnglì 封力), so this is also an auspicious fruit.

• Pomegranates (shí liu 石榴) have many seeds, and thus the pomegranate 
stands for having many children.

• Red dates, or jujubes, (hóngzăo 红枣) share their name’s sounds with the idea 
of ‘early prosperity’ (hóngzăo 宏早).

• Tangerines (see Oranges).
• Because they contain many seeds, watermelons (xı̄guā 西瓜; lit., ‘Western 

Melon’) also symbolize having many children.
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In addition to single fruits, many images of multiple fruits also have symbolic 
meanings.
• Since pomegranate and watermelon both have many seeds, having them 

together in an image symbolizes having many children.
• Together, red dates and chestnuts (lìzi 栗子) symbolize the wish for an early 

son.
• Dried red dates, oranges, peanuts, dried lychees, and apples represent the five 

treasures of prosperity, wealth, longevity, many children, and peace.
• ‘Clusters of fruits’ (guāguó léiléi 瓜果累累) such as grapes, pomegranates, 

lichee, loquats, peaches, watermelon, and apples symbolize having many off-
spring, enjoying longevity, being happy, and having good fortune.

• The Tray of Togetherness is an eight-sided and sectioned platter for displaying 
snacks such as preserved kumquats, longans, plums, melon pieces, red dates, 
pineapple, and melon seeds in the center section. These also symbolize the 
five treasures (Shu and Bian 2012, 113; Gong 2005, 63–64, 183–84).

Fig. App. 1.26 Oranges for Offering to a Deity. (© Shawn Arthur 2004)

Fig. App. 1.27  Immortal Iron-Crutch Li Holding a Peach of Immortality and Carry-
ing a Hulu Gourd. (© Shawn Arthur 2009)
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Fungus/Mushrooms Because it grows on pine and other trees associated with 
immortality, people associate the ganoderma fungus/mushroom (zhı̄ 芝 and 
língzhı̄ 灵芝; lit., ‘spirit fungus/mushroom’) with longevity, auspiciousness, and 
happiness. Its shape resembles the ritual tool known as rúyì 如意, whose name 
also means ‘as one wishes.’ Combined with vases (píng 瓶), which are a homo-
nym for ‘peace and safety’ (píng 平), this image becomes a symbol of good for-
tune and safety.

Gold: Gold (jı¯n 金) not only represents wealth, but it also sounds like the idea 
of making progress (jìn 进). See Money.

Fig. App. 1.28  Gold Tree for Good Luck and Wealth with Prayer Ribbons. (© Shawn 
Arthur 2009)

Gourds: A calabash (húlú 葫芦; see fig. app. 1.27) is a gourd that has a large 
spherical bottom and a smaller spherical upper portion with a constricted area 
in the middle. In China, this gourd is associated with immortals because images 
of these figures often show them carrying a húlú filled with a healing elixir or an 
elixir of immortality. When displayed in the most auspicious places in a home, 
people think the húlú can improve their health and get rid of diseases, whether it 
is the actual gourd or a bronze, wood, or porcelain replica. Also, because of their 
many seeds, they also represent having many children.

Horses: Horses (mă 马) are strong, determined, passionate, and energetic ani-
mals that have been an important part of Chinese people’s lives since the ancient 
Shāng and Zhōu periods, and they represent virtue, ability, and progress. Virtu-
ous and talented people were known as qiānlı̆mă 千里马 (lit., ‘horses that could 
run a thousand miles (per day)’), and images with eight horses imply immediate 
success, since eight (bā 八) is also a very auspicious number.
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Jade: Jade (yù 玉) is the most important semi-precious stone to Chinese culture –  
and authentic jade pieces are often worth more than silver and gold. Jade symbol-
izes prosperity, longevity, peace, and harmony. Jade also can be thought of as a 
spirit stone, as in the famous Chinese novel Story of the Stone or Dream of the Red 
Chamber (Hónglóumèng 红楼梦) where the main character was born with a jade 
stone in his mouth.

Lions: Because of their perceived power and bravery, people think that lion (shı̄ 狮) 
images can repel ghosts, drive away negativity, and foresee disaster. This is one reason 
that people place a pair of lions at the gates of temples, important buildings, and 
many businesses. Many fēngshuı̆-focused people expect that displaying small lions 
in the front of their home or room will achieve the same results as with large lions. 
Interestingly, it seems that China originally had no lions before 87 CE, when the king 
of Parthia gifted the emperor with one. It was due to this and the growing influence 
of Buddhism (which symbolized the Buddha as a lion) at that time that led to people 
carving lions to represent nobility, truthfulness, and protection (Li 2008, 44). In 
pairs, the male lion is on the left resting his front paw on a temari-style ball (of rolled 
silk threads); while the female lion is on the right fondling her cub with her front paw.

Fig. App. 1.29  Small Lions with Locks and Prayer Ribbons on Mount Tai. (© Shawn 
Arthur 2013)

Locks:

Fig. App. 1.30  Locks Along a Mountaintop Pathway on Blue City Mountain, Sichuan. 
(© Shawn Arthur 2013)
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Fig. App. 1.31  Locks on a Brazier in Front of a Money God Temple on Mount Tai. 
(© Shawn Arthur 2013)

Longevity symbols: China has many symbols of longevity (shòu 寿), including 
turtles, cranes, evergreen trees, mountains, jade, long noodles, the Eight Immor-
tals, and peaches. Of course, one of the Three Star Gods, the God of Longevity 
(shòuxı̄ng 寿星) also represents long life, and images of this deity often include 
some of these other symbols as well.

Mirrors: In fēngshuı̆, as well as in Tibetan Buddhist rituals, mirrors (jìngzi 镜子)  
have the function of reflecting away any negative and unwanted qì-energies.

Money: On New Year’s Day, birthdays, and other very special occasions, adults 
give children ‘red envelopes’ (hóngbāo 红包) containing some so-called ‘lucky 
money,’ which is enough to purchase a candy bar or something small, and sav-
ing is encouraged. In wealthier families, children can receive hundreds of dol-
lar through parents and older relatives giving them red envelopes. Additionally, 
ancient coins (gŭqián 古钱), typically round coins with a square hole in the center 
of each, are symbols of wealth; and placing them around one’s environment is 
supposed to draw in more of the same according to the resonance theories of 
fēngshuı̆ practitioners.

Moon: Rather than seeing a ‘man in the moon’ as Western folklore mentions, the 
Chinese see a ‘rabbit/hare in the moon.’ The rabbit is a companion to the Moon 
Goddess, Cháng’é 嫦娥 (see Appendix 2). In some paintings, the moon (yuè 月) 
is paired with a frog or toad, which symbolizes the balance of yı̄n and yáng. The 
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moon, especially a reflection of the moon in a body of water, also has special 
meaning for some Buddhists who see it as representing their ideas that everything 
is empty of permanence and essence.

Mountains: Mountains (shān 山) are important to Chinese religions because 
many important religious sites are located on sacred mountains. Climbing moun-
tains, which typically means walking up many stone steps along a paved path-
way, represents the ideas of ‘climbing to a higher position’ and ‘climbing to a 
longer life’ (Wei 2010, 57). Subsequently, people can purchase prayer ribbons 
and locks to tie/lock at the top of the mountain to indicate these wishes, among 
others. Additionally, famous ‘mountain and water’ (shānshuı̆ 山水) calligraphies 
and paintings can create an auspicious atmosphere wherever people hang them 
because they bring an image of nature and an image of balanced yı̄n and yáng 
into the environment.

Fig. App. 1.32 Main Entrance to Mount Tai. (© Shawn Arthur 2013)

Fig. App. 1.33  Mountain Peak on Mount Huang (Yellow Mountains). (© Shawn 
Arthur 2009)
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Mythological creatures: There are a number of common mythological creatures 
associated with Chinese temples, religions, and fēngshuı̆, and they are made up of 
multiple familiar animal parts. Discussions of creatures such as these can be found 
in some of China’s earliest records of wilderness inhabitants such as the Classic of 
Mountains and Seas (shānhăijı̄ng 山海经).

The píxiū 貔貅 is a mythological creature that has a lion’s body, a dragon’s 
head, a long snout, wings, and a hairy body. It can take many shapes to show 
its fierce determination to protect its masters against enemies as well as negative 
and inharmonious qì in the environment. According to fēngshuı̆ teachings, the 
píxiū is one of the best symbols, and it should be put in the entranceway to one’s 
house, bedroom, or office with its mouth facing toward a door or window in 
order to bring peace in the family and to help people have better relations with 
others.

Fig. App. 1.34  A Píxiū. (© By original uploader was en: User:Twejoel at en.wikipedia -  
Transferred from en.wikipedia; transfer was stated to be made by User: 
Neko-dachi, CC BY-SA 3.0, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/
index.php?curid=1151875)

The qílín 麒麟 (kylin) is mythical creature that combines many animal parts, 
including a dragon’s head, deer antlers, the body of a bear or horse, snake scales, 
and horses’ hooves. Because of the qílín’s unique qualities of having an extremely 
long life, having a benevolent temperament, and having a voice like thunder, 
many images of this creature (especially on the corners of temple and palace 
roofs) depict an immortal riding on its back. People think that having a qílín in 
the house, facing toward the outside, can bring good fortune, increased chances 
for wealth, and improved fertility, while also dissipating any negativity in the 
home. Because of these types of benefits, fēngshuı̆ experts advise people that 
small metal qílín statues should be put in both auspicious and inauspicious areas 
of the house.
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Fig. App. 1.35 A Qílín in Black Ram Temple, Chengdu. (© Shawn Arthur 2008)

Fig. App. 1.36 A More Horse-Like Qílín. (© Shawn Arthur 2009)

The dragon-tortoise (lóngguı̄ 龙龟) is a tortoise with the head, legs, and tail of 
a dragon. People expect this auspicious animal to bring good luck with money 
and careers, help with cordial relations between people, guard against villains 
and harmful qì in its vicinity, and protect people from unexpected problems and 
injuries. Specialists claim that this mythological creature should be placed in the 
most inauspicious areas of the home or building for it to do the best job. Often 
temple builders place the most important stelae on the backs of these creatures 
to show their significance.
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Fig. App. 1.37  A Dragon-Headed Tortoise at the Base of a Large Stele. (© Shawn 
Arthur 2013)

The three-legged toad (sānjiăo chánchú 三脚蟾蜍) is an odd-looking animal, 
but because images of it most often include gold coins, people think that this 
creature can improve their wealth by displaying it in their homes. To keep one’s 
money from flowing out of the house, images of the three-legged toad should be 
displayed in the most auspicious areas of the home with its mouth facing inward. 
It may be that this image originated from a story about an official who became a 
Daoist monk and gave away all of his money to help the poor. The man’s Daoist 
name was ‘Hăichánzi 海蟾子’ (lit., Master Toad), and stories have transformed 
him into images of an actual three-legged toad that provides money or a boy wav-
ing a string of traditional coins at a toad.

The phoenix (see Phoenix, below) is a mythological bird.

Fig. App. 1.38 A Phoenix Carved into a Stone Rail Top. (© Shawn Arthur 2013)
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Numbers: Some numbers are auspicious (jílì 吉利) and others are inauspicious 
(bùlì 不利) – often due to the sound of the number. For example, the words 
for zero, six, eight, and nine sound like words with good meanings. All even 
numbers are yı̄n in orientation, while odd numbers are yáng; and Chinese peo-
ple claim doubling some numbers (such as 5–5, 7–7, and 9–9) will increase the 
number’s fortunate qualities – thus, auspicious holidays happen on these dates. 
China’s basic numbers and their meanings are as follows:

• Zero, líng 零, sounds exactly like the word ‘numinous’ or ‘spiritual,’ líng 灵,  
so this is an auspicious number. People especially like ghost money with 
many zeroes because repeatedly saying the number zero sounds like one is 
asking the divine for assistance.

• One, yı̄ 一, is a yáng number, representing the first stirrings of the cosmos, 
before differentiation; thus, the number one symbolizes unity, especially 
with the Dào 道.

• Two, èr 二 or liăng 两, is generally a positive number because pairs are impor-
tant to Chinese culture, and the number two represents balance and sym-
metry, especially between husband and wife.

• Three, sān 三, is an auspicious number because many sets of three are signifi-
cant to Chinese culture.

• Four, sì 四, is inauspicious because it sounds like the word ‘death’ (sı̆ 死), but 
a double-four is an auspicious pair since four plus four equals eight, another 
very auspicious number. Many buildings in Asia avoid recognizing the fourth 
floor, as well as any floor with a four in the number. Merchandise, buses, 
taxicabs, license plates, and even addresses also avoid using the number four 
because of its bad connotations.

• Five, wū 五, relating to the Five Phases – of wood, fire, earth, metal, and 
water – is a positive correlation; however, the word also sounds like ‘no’ or 
‘not,’ wú 无, or the sound of crying (when the number is repeated), thus 
making the number five inauspicious. The number fifty-four sounds like ‘no 
death,’ so this is a good number, and Double-Fifth Day, the fifth day of 
the fifth lunar month, is the celebration of the auspicious midsummer’s day, 
when peach wood amulets and sets of strong-smelling vegetables (such as 
onion and garlic) are hung to ward off negativity.

• Six, liù 六, sounds like the word ‘to flow,’ liú 流, and thus it is a positive 
number overall.

• Seven, qı̄ 七, sounds like qı̆ 起, ‘to rise,’ and qì 气, ‘organic material energy,’ 
which makes it a mostly auspicious number. Double-Seventh Day (the sev-
enth day of the seventh lunar month) is the Chinese version of Valentine’s 
Day, which is based on the story of Níu Láng 牛郎 (the Cow Herder) and 
Zhı̄ Nǚ 织女 (the Weaving Girl). These two lovers were separated by the 
mother goddess and can only meet on this night when magpies fly into the 
heavens to form a bridge so they can rekindle their love.

• Eight, bā 八, is a very auspicious number because it sounds like fā, ‘prosper-
ity’ or ‘wealth’ – the best type of luck to receive. Businesses and people pay 
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extra money to have telephone numbers, license plates, addresses, and other 
items with eights in them.

• Nine, jiŭ 九, is a number that was traditionally associated with the emperor, 
and it has the same sound as ‘a long time’ (jiŭ 久). Double Ninth Day, the 
ninth day of the ninth lunar month, symbolizes long-lasting success and lon-
gevity of life.

Oil lamps: Used as memorials and for long-lasting prayers in Buddhist temples 
across China, visitors can purchase oil at religious goods shops near temples.

Fig. App. 1.39 Oil Lamps in a Buddhist Temple. (© Shawn Arthur 2009)

Fig. App. 1.40  Bottles of Oils for Memorial Lamps Sold at the Front of Religious 
Goods Shops. (© Shawn Arthur 2013)

Pagodas: The ‘Culture Flourishes’ Pagoda (wénchāng tă 文昌塔) is a multi-
level tower patterned after traditional Buddhist pagodas. People expect that 
placing small reproductions of this pagoda near beds, desks, and/or bookcases 
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can increase the occupant’s creativity and intelligence, and thus can help them 
improve their careers.

Fig. App. 1.41 Pagoda in Bamboo Park, Chengdu. (© Shawn Arthur 2008)

Pearls: Pearls (zhū 珠) represent beauty and purity as well as the essence of the 
moon and of femininity (Gong 2005, 132). When a pearl, especially a flam-
ing pearl, is between two dragons, a dragon and tiger, or a dragon and phoe-
nix, the pearl often represents the Daoist ideal of an elixir that can bring about 
immortality.

Peppers: Sometimes I’ve seen a group of small plastic peppers hanging and being 
sold with other talismanic charms. Charles said that this was because the peppers 
can scare away ghosts and keep them out of the area. (Fieldnotes 4/30/2013)

Phoenix: The phoenix (fènghuáng 凤凰; see fig. app. 1.38, above) is the mytho-
logical king of birds, and it represents nobility, success, peace, purity, happiness, 
auspiciousness, success, and perfect timing for accomplishment. The fèng is male, 
and the huáng is female. Famous images of the phoenix singing in a Chinese para-
sol tree while watching the sun rise seem to have originated in the Classic of Poetry 
(Shı̄jı̄ng 诗经), compiled in the Western Zhōu Period (1046–771 BCE) into the 
early Spring and Autumn Period (770–476 BCE). Images of the phoenix show 
that it, too, is a conglomeration of various birds, with a golden pheasant or chicken 
head, a parrot beak, a swallow chin, a snake neck, a duck body, roc wings, peacock 
feathers, eagle claws, and crane legs (Li 2008, 43; Shu and Bian 2012, 16–18). 
Because of the combination of the two great creatures, images with a dragon and 
phoenix together symbolize happiness, blessing, prosperity, and auspiciousness.

Prosperity: Chinese culture has many symbols of prosperity (lù 禄): especially, 
gold, goldfish, peony flowers, and deer. One of the Three Star Gods, the God of 
Prosperity and Status (lùxı̄ng 禄星), surrounds himself with these symbols.
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Red: Red (hóng 红) sounds like ‘huge’ or ‘vast’ (hóng 洪), and it is the most aus-
picious color in Chinese culture. Red envelopes (hóngbāo 红包) filled with a bit of 
money are given for good luck, typically at the New Year, during weddings, and 
on birthdays. Many buildings, apartments, and temples hang red lanterns and red 
good fortune symbols (fú 福) at their front doors to draw in luck, blessings, and 
bright energies into the lives of the people in these places.

Fig. App. 1.42  A Temple with Red Decorations at the End of a Festival. (© Shawn 
Arthur 2013)

Rocks: Rocks, or Scholar’s Rocks, have been important since the time of Confu-
cius. They represent the epitome of the beauty of nature and creativity in chaos. 
Traditionally, Confucian scholars and leaders would have a scholar’s rock dis-
played on their desks. A large number of religious sites contain massive rocks 
as part of their gardens (mimicking common patterns in art) and/or in publi-
cally-accessible places. Visitors can touch some of these large rocks to receive 
auspiciousness.

Fig. App. 1.43  A Large Garden Rock in a Daoist Temple Courtyard. (© Shawn Arthur 
2008)
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Fig. App. 1.44  A Prominent Rock that Visitors Rub and Circumambulate with Their 
Eyes Closed Before Trying to Touch the Tree in the Background (r), 
in the Daoist Daimiao Temple in Taishan. (© Shawn Arthur 2013)

Sheep: Sheep, or goats, (yáng 羊; both animals have the same Chinese name, and, 
in fact, are genetically very similar) symbolize auspiciousness because they sound 
like a word with this meaning: xíang 祥.

Stelae: Stelae represent a tangible marker of auspiciousness as each stele tells a 
story of the place where it stands. Whether a history, a central text, a poem by 
a famous writer, or a comment of praise from a prominent military or political 
figure, each stele is also important to its keepers who maintain it as a legitimiz-
ing piece of history of the place. A ‘forest of stelae,’ such as in the image below, 
illustrates the long-lasting importance of the place.

Fig. App. 1.45  A ‘Forest of Stelae’ at White Cloud Temple in Beijing. (© Shawn 
Arthur 2013)
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Fig. App. 1.46  A Rather Tall Stele at the Louguantai Daoist Exhibition Center and 
Temple Near Xi’an.

Taiji diagram: The taiji 太极 diagram illustrates the complementary movements 
of yáng and yı̄n, and images of the eight trigrams often accompany the circular 
diagram. We have a variety of ancient images related to the taiji; however, the 
most popular white (yáng) and black (yı̄n) image of today was created by Neo-
Confucians during the Song dynasty.

Fig. App. 1.47  Taiji Symbol with Eight Trigrams, Laozi, and Taijiquan Practitioners 
on Beijing Subway Tiles. (© Shawn Arthur 2013)

Tigers: As China’s king of the beasts, people use images of tigers (hŭ 虎) as pro-
tective talismans to ward off negativity, danger, and malevolent spirits. For these 
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reasons, and because they bring good fortune, people use tiger motifs on cloth-
ing for infants and small children. Dragon and tiger images, as seen on clothes 
and incense burners, symbolize balance and harmony, because when together the 
tiger represents yı̄n energies and dragon represents yáng energies.

Trees: As with animals, flowers, and foods, many Chinese trees have positive 
symbolic associations (also see Appendix 2).

• Chinese people associate bamboo (zhú 竹) with peace and safety. The origin 
of firecrackers (bàozhú 爆竹; lit., ‘exploding bamboo’) lies in the New Year’s 
Eve tradition of burning bamboo to cause a cracking sound that seems to 
scare away monsters and harmful spirits. Also, bamboo, pine, and plum trees 
all deal well with the cold and snow of winter, and an image made with any 
or all of these three plants can also symbolize vitality.

• Elm trees (yú 榆) and Chinese lacebark elm (láng yú 榔榆) are sometimes used 
as the main roof beam or are planted in front of one’s home because the 
name sounds like ‘surplus grains’ (yúliáng 余粮; Feng 2011, 92–93).

• Pine trees (sōng 松) are the king of plants and trees because they are ‘ever-
greens’ that can withstand harsh winter climates without losing their leaves/
needles. There are many stories of Daoists attempting to achieve immortality 
by eating nothing but pine needles, pine sap, and pine nuts; therefore, pines 
symbolize longevity.

• Plum trees and blossoms (lı̆ 李) symbolize fortitude because the new buds 
appear in the middle of winter. Plum blossoms are common artistic themes 
because they have five petals, which symbolize the five traditional aspects of 
well-being: longevity, prosperity, health, virtue, and fulfilling one’s destiny.

• Chinese people regularly use willow trees or branches (liǔ 柳) as protective 
charms because of ancient stories that seem to indicate this function. Because 
willows can grow in most climates, the tree also symbolizes vitality (Gong 
2005, 54).

Fig. App. 1.48  A Few of the More than 230 Types of Bamboo in the Bamboo Park, 
Chengdu. (© Shawn Arthur 2008)
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Fig. App. 1.49  A Meticulously Crafted Evergreen in Black Ram Daoist Temple, 
Chengdu. (© Shawn Arthur 2013)

Fig. App. 1.50  As with Stones, Aesthetically Pleasing Trees and Branches Are Impor-
tant Symbols in Chinese Culture. (© Shawn Arthur 2013)  
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Notes
 1 For discussions of symbols used as language, see Zhirenov, Satemirova, Ibraeva, 

and Tanzharikova 2016; Hayakawa and Hayakawa 1991; Locke 1690.
 2 According to legend, a spirit elephant descended and impregnated the Buddha’s 

mother, Queen Maya, in her side without her having to engage in intercourse. 
This is one of many examples of religious founders being conceived without inter-
course. One reason that people make this type of claim is because they are try-
ing to show that the founder of their religion is not merely human, but really is 
important, pure, or chosen.
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